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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 

Elgin is a handsome temple-form dwelling, surrounded by well-tended 
bo~~oods and framed by a Variety of tall trees The pediment of the three
bay main (west) facade of the two-story frame structure is repeated on the 
front entrance porch and on the similar porches that protec t the first bay 
of the three-bay sides of the building.. To the rear of this temple-form 
block, but not visible from the front, is a one-and-one-half-story dwelling 
of an earlier type, With a gable roof running parallel to that of the front 
section; this building faces south. -

The superbly proportioned simplici ty of the temple -form house is c om
plemented by the imaginative handling of classic details, many of which bear 
a marked resemblance to other major houses of the same period and region-
notably the now-demolished Prospect Hill at Airlie in neighboring Halifax 
County, which Was treated at length in Thomas Waterman's Early Architecture 
of North Carolina.. The entrance porch features two pairs of rather attenuatE~d ~ 
fluted Tuscan columns with plain, slightly elongated neckings~ - These suppor!J m 
a pediment with a flat-paneled soffit. The entablature, a variation of the 
Doric order, features triglyphs handled in an unusual fashion-seen in Prospe( t m 

Hill and the related temple-form hOUSES, Dalkei th, and Oakland: just below 
the tenia, beneath each triglyph, instead of regula is a half-sunburst or 
rosette. There are no mutules, and a molded cornice frames the flush
sheathed tympanum" At the corners of the house_ are paneled pilasters that 
support the entablature that carries along the sides of the house as well. 

z 

The distinctive triglyph treatment is repeated, and above them and along the ~ 
raking cornice of the pediment are handsome mutules; instead of having gutta?, c: 
their soffits are deeply reeded. The windows of this block contain six-overr n 
six sash below simple entablatures. Beneath each of the first-floor front ~ 
1~ndows is a dentil band over a flat-paneled apron, a treatment that recalls 
that at Prospect Hill. 

o 
The Palladian entrance also resembles that at Prospect Hill (especially Z 

in that the sidelights, instead of reaching to the transom bar, have tall ~ 

friezes above them) but the delicate ornamentation is quite individualized. 
Attenuated Tuscan colonnettes flank the, narrow double door and the sidelight~, 
which are in turn outlined by an unusual engaged, bead and reel border 
element, the beads being pear-shaped. The colonnettes terminate in caps 
square in section, which support a frieze over each sidelight that breaks 
out above each colonnette in a frieze block with an incised sunburst. The 
fanlight is framed by a molded band edged with tiny corbels" The delicate 
geometric tracery of the fanlight and the sidelights is executed with 
fragile wood members punctuated with wooden rosette bosses" The side porche ~ 
resemble the front porch and protect simply framed doors. The rear facade 
is Windowless and is not pedimentedo Interrupting the blank facade are two 
exterior end chimneys of brick laid in Flemish bond, with tumbling at the 
single shoulders. 

. . 
The rear block of the building, five bays wide and one deep, has a long 

porch along the east Side, with an engaged shed roof supported by unfluted' 
Tuscan columns. Most of the openings have simple frames wi th unusual 
vertically gouged corner blocks. Four small pedimented dormers with 
diagonally sheathed sides pierce each slope of the roof. An interior brick 
chimney with a molded can rises between the two northern dOrn1Ars. 
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The interior of Elgin confirms the impression of the exterior: simple, 
handsome proportions combine with elegant, inventively handled Federal detailc 
As on the exterior, there are references to Prospect Hill, but the restraint 
evident at Elgin contrasts wi th the profusion of Jlungrammatical ornament" of 
the Airlie house. As is typical of the temple-form houses whose plans are a 
reorientation of the side-hall plan, Elgin has a front cross hall with two 
large rOOms behind. A door occurs at each end of the hall and the stair 
rises at the south end. All first-floor rooms have flat-paneled wainscots 
and heavy molded cornices. Doorways and windows are elaborately framed; 
deeply and symmetrically molded pilasters support a full entablature with the 
proportions of a three-part Federal mantel. Detailp of ornmaent vary from 
room to room,. Over all the hall openings, a band of al ternating gougework 
and crisply puckered rosettes extends across the lintel. On the frieze, the 
end blocks and center tablet feature oval sunbursts in high relief. The 
cornice and shelf, which break out over all three elements, are- augmented I 
wi th courses of dentils and gougework.. The Palladian entrance is more simply 
treated, with the elements flanked by symmetrically molded pilasters capped 
or~y by a gougework band extending across all elements. The rosette and 
gougework band is employed over the sidelights. The chair rail in the hall I 
repeats the high-relief rosettes and gougework pattern. The molded baseboCird I 
retains v1811-executed marbleizing.. The open-string stair, which rises in 
three short flights, has thin square balusters and simple s'quare posts 
supporting a rounded handrail that does not ramp. The posts are echoed in 
the wainscot, which continues up the stair. Each tread is adorned by a 
delicate foliated ~3croll bracket. 

The two large rooms to the rear arS" finished much like the hall, Hi th 
differences in detail. The chair rails are plain molded ones; in the north 
chamber the baseboard is handsomely woodgrained, but in the south room it is 
painted.. The doors and windOivs have similar frames, but the lintel band is 
vertically reeded, and applied star-like flowers appear on the end blocks. 
The three-part mantel in the west chamber is the most elaborate--and though 
much less ornate, bears a striking resemblance to one at Prospect Hill .. 
Paired fluted Tuscan colonnettes stand against a background of diagonal 
reeding and support a vertically reeded band. Oval sunbursts appear in high 
relief on the flat-paneled end blocks and center tablet. The frieze is 
paneled and adorned wi th applied star flowers"" Beneath the molded cornice is 
a carved band of H fretworko A dentil course adorns the shelf. The mantel 
in the east room resembles the door and window treatment, except that a band 
of half-sunbursts occurs beneath the frieze. 

The second floor of this section has in the hall symmetrically molded 
architraves with roundel corner blocks. The chambers have three-part molded 
door frames, and the mantels on this floor are quite unpretentious and rather 
retarditaire, having a beaded architrave and molded backband, a plain frieze, 
and an unbroken dentil cornice and molded shelf. 
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It appears that the rear section of the house Was built sometime before 
the front but was extensively remodeled when or not long after the front part 
was constructed. Apparently original remnants exist in the full basement and 
on the second floor, such as beaded sheathing, beaded baseboards, and a simple 
flat-paneled mantel. Most elements of this section, however, are like those 
of the front block. A stair repeating the trim of the front stair rises in a 
cross hall just behind the joining of the two sec tions. To the rear of this 
is a dining room with a three-part Federal mantel like those in the other 
front rooms; it has symmetrically molded pilasters, a band of applied rosetteE 
and gougework, a sunburst on the center tablet and star flowers on the end 
blocks, SurmOlID te d by a gougework cornice and a dent.il shelf. To the rear is 
another room with a simple three-part mantel featuring lozenges backed up witt 
reeding.. Most openings on this level have been treated wi th syriunetrically 
molded architraves and roundel corner blocks, but a blocked off -door and 
window between these two rooms retain simple beaded frames.. " 

To the north is an interesting outbuilding, that retains a delicately 
molded cornice and some equally fine sections of interior trim. It has two 
rooms and an enclosed stair to a partitioned attic. 
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During the antebellum years 1.varren and Halifax counties were an area 
of remarkable wealth and culture that produced many town and plantation 
houses of sophisticated designo With drastiq changes in the social and 
economic condi tions in the area, however, several of these have disappeared 
and more stand deserted or in dlsrepairo Elgin, gleaming white in its 
boxwood garden, contrasts strikingly with the ruinous condition of many 
of its fellows; its sheen of careful attention recalls the days when all 
these houses were in their prime. 

Elgin is a superbly executed temple-form house whose exterior &~d 
interior ornament exemplify the spiri t of the late ·Feder.al period--the 
almost playful delight in the seemingly infinite variety of combinations 
available from the imaginative use of classical motifs. Enhancing Elgin1s 
inherent architectural significance is its relation to other contemporary 
buildings, including especially the quite similar temple-form houses, 
Dalkeith and Oakland in Warren and Halifax counties) respectively. Of the 
three, only Elgin retains the flanking porches which relate its form to the 
triparti te houses thought to derive from Plate 37 of Robert Morris IS 
Select Architecture. Further, therhandling of ornament--notably the dis
tinctive) freely interpreted-Doric entablature outside and the mantel, door 
and window treatment wi thin--indicate a definite, kinship with the now-gone 
epitome of full-blown Federal inventiveness, Prospect Hill. Alone) and in 
its regional context, Elgin is one of the major structures of the late 
Federal period. 

Peter Mitchel is said to have come from Elgin, Scotland, to Virginia 
in 1797 and to Warrenton a few years later. In partnership with another 
Scotsman, Thomas White, he established 'a store in Warrenton and his busines, 
flourished. He courted Elizabeth Person, daughter of William Person, one 0 

the' area I s wealthiest landowners and, according to Elizabeth I s grandson, 
a hardheaded man with an eye for property who had denied his daughter IS 
hand to another suitor, saying I~y daughter is for no damned poor Virginian 
I have qui te other plans. II The successful Scot businessman met Person IS' 
requirements, however, and Peter and Elizabeth were married in Oc.tober, 
1824. upon their marriage Person settled upon the couple a large farm near 
vfurrenton where they had built a fine house in the latest fashion. (A deed 
of 1827 records the transfer of 650 acres from Person to Peter Mitchel; 
appurtenances are mentioned, which could refer to the older house behind 
the larger one.) It is possible that Elgin WaS built immediately after the 
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marriage, but a granddaughter's memoir states that the couplo lived in 
1tvarrenton until 1832, when they moved to Elgin,; the house is said to have been 
five years abuilding.. Wi thin ten years, hOHever, Peter Mi tchel became ill 
with a paralysis that continued four or five years until his death.in 1846. 
By this time he had expanded his holdings to include over 2,000 acres at 
Elgin, at least 2,000 acres more in the county, and other large tracts in 
Shelby County, Tennessee, as well as perhaps $50,000 in slave property. 

Peter Mitchel left his widow with two daughters, two sons, and the vast 
plantation to manage. In the years following his death, there was a series 
of suits and countersuits regarding Mitchel's will put, as it had devised, 
Elizabeth remained at Elgin with the two younger children (the 1850 census 
records Elizabeth, 53,; Elizabeth, 20,; and Peter, a student, 17)'. Elizabeth 
P. Mitchel was, according to the accounts of both her grandchildren, a 
remarka~le woman of intelligence, character, and grace, who competently 
managed the vast plantation, "a communi ty in which there was all the manu
facturing claimed by a New England town. II She was an ominivorous reader, and 
a strong Whig ~·;rho promised her grandson a gold dollar if he would not shake 
hands with James Buchanan l.rhen the llimocratic president stopped at the 
neighboring railroad station • 

. ) When her son, Peter) to whom his father had left Elgin subject to 
Elizabeth's dm'18r interest, reached his majority about 1854, she moved to 
Warrenton to give Peter "complete control of his estate. (( The coming of the 
Civil War, as in much of the South, effected drastic changes at Elgin. Peter 
Mitchel enlisted promptly (May 4, 1861, over two weeks before the state 
officially seceded) as third sergeant in ~ Warren County unit. He survived 
the war and was recorded in an 1867 tax list as holding 2,000 acres and $150 
in pleasure horses. During the trying days after the Confederate defeat, 
however, the Mitchels and other members of the family were rearranging their 
affairs in order to move to their property in Tennessee. In 1868 Peter 
Mi tehel assigned to Samuel Arrington full pm'ler of attorney to sell and handle 
all his North Carolina property, but he also executed a deed specifically 
placing Elgin in trust for his wife, Laura, and their children, putting the 
plantation "beyond the reach of future contingencies, so that in any event 
his said family may have a comfortable home) and a support. II In March, 1872, 
Elizabeth Mitchel, visiting her daughter Elizabeth in Tennessee, where Peter 
still lived, formally deeded to him her dower right in Elgin, which she had 
already released to him according to the 1868 deed,; Elizabeth died in Tennesse~ 
the next month .. 

The' "future contingencies" Peter Mitchel had provided for must have 
altered in the disastrous years of Reconstruction for in the next year (August 
18, 1873), Samuel P. Arrington and others sold Elgin for $20,000 to Andrew and 
William Brown Crinkley "recently of Gads Hill, Ontario, Canada." Family 
tradition records that they purchased the place after seeing it advertised in 
the NevI York Times. Immediately after the transfer, just as the first Peter 
Yritehel had purchased slaves when he obtained the Elgin tract, the Crinkleys 
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"tv-ent about obtaining labor for their new plantation. In the new system, they 
did not buy slaves, but executed contracts recording a crop-lien arrangement 
for work on "the 'Elgin' plantation" with a number of illi terate workmen-
probably former slaves. Under the Crinkleys, Elgin again flourished: one 
account describes the variety of industries there, including sheep raising 
for meat and wool that was sold to blanket mills in Elkin; brewing; cotton 
production and ginning; and a saw mill and spoke factory. Elgin remains 
in the hands of the descendants of the Crinkley family and is kept in 
excellent condition. 
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